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SARAN SOLAR POWER PLANT 

NON-TECHNICAL SUMMARY 

1 PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD or the Bank) are considering 
providing financing to the SES Saran LLP (the Company) for the construction and operation of a 
100MWac solar photovoltaic power plant Saran (SPP) in Karaganda Region. The environmental and 
social analysis confirmed that the Project is category B in accordance with the Bank’s Environmental 
and Social Policy, and impacts from the project are expected to be site-specific or short term.  

The SPP will have 306 208 fixed angle PV panels and 20 inverters that are connected to the high 
voltage substation with two step-up transformers from which a 223m 110kV paired powerline will 
branch into a 110kV National Grid line that runs to Saran substation. An open switch unit will be 
constructed at this substation. The plant is expected to generate 140 116 MWh/year for the designed 
25 years of the operation. 

The 160ha land plot was leased to the Company by Karaganda Region Council. All the land used by 
the project was in the State Reserve before the plots with designation ‘for a solar power plant 
construction’. 

The construction is planned to last for 9 months and employ around 200-300 construction workers. 
After the commissioning, four specialists, including a Site Manager, an Engineer and 2 Technical Staff 
will maintain the power plant, 3 will provide cleaning services and 3 will guard it in shifts. Several panel 
cleaners may also be required for the warm period of the year. 

Under the national legislation the project is classed as category 4 low hazard. Its environmental health 
safety and social performance will be controlled at the regional level. The feasibility study has been 
approved by the State Technical Expertise and the preliminary EIA has been approved by the State 
Environmental Expertise. The EPC contractor has developed an EHS plan approved by the Company 
before starting onsite activities. The company plans to develop social management system that 
includes engagement of the project stakeholders. 

2 SOCIAL BENEFITS, IMPACTS AND IMPACTS MITIGATION MEASURES 

Environmental and social issues associated with the construction of a Category B (2014 ESP) project 
are site specific and can be readily assessed and mitigated. An independent assessment has confirmed 
that the technology is state-of-the-art and in line with good international practices and that the Company 
has the capacity to implement the Bank’s Performance Requirements (PRs).  

The Project is not located near to sensitive receptors or protected areas and will have no impact on 
biodiversity and natural resource use. Fencing the SPP site resulted in blocking the passage (Figure 2) 
for 2 herds from Finskiy and Ugolnyy estates, the herds went south to a smaller area without water. As 
a result, milk output fell twofold. Some reported threefold reduction in milk which affected their 
livelihood. After some residents sold their cows the numbers in the joined herd fell from 70 to 43 cows.  

The Company reacted quickly to the consultant information and arranged a 5m wide passage along the 
plant south fence (Figure 1). The passage has been accepted by the city council and the herders as 
adequate. Arrangement required closing gaps in the graveyard fence that Finskiy residents used. The 
resulted doubling of the walking distance from 630m to 1450m was not considered to be significant by 
the questioned. 
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Figure 1 Solar Power plant layout, groundwater distribution and social constraints (green). 

The second Finskiy herd of two farmers goes north to pasture along the dam to where another two 
herds comes from Saran. It has not been affected by the fence. 

The operation will require few low skilled workers that are likely to be employed from Saran. Several 
skilled workers may be brought in from elsewhere at the beginning but with time, it is likely that the 
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locals can qualify for the skilled work positions. There will be no increase in the local traffic as the only 
regular supply will be water and a tank truck is expected to do only 3-6 hulls a month. 

The main benefit from the plant operation will be more reliable supply of power. A minor long term 
benefit may be from encouragement of Saran school graduates to obtain appropriate education to 
qualify for an electrician position at the plant. For this within its Corporate Social Responsibility Program 
the Company will review the possibility of grants provision for talented pupils. A long term benefit will be 
from making an example of renewable energy source profitability that may encourage other developers 
to invest in similar projects elsewhere and by this reduce the contribution of traditional fuels to the 
global warming. 

 
Figure 2 Overview map. Project components are written in white. Social constraints are shown in green. 

2.1 Water Resources 
Potable and technical water will be brought in tanks from one of Saran water intake that can 
accommodate the estimated need of 400m3 for the whole construction period. Waste will be stored in 
36m3 underground concrete sump. Sewage will be collected into a 3.2m deep and ∅1.5m concrete well 
with sealed bottom that will hold 11 days discharge. For the construction period 158m3 of sewage is 
expected to be generated. The well will be emptied by the Saran wastewater treatment facility tank 
truck. Both, the sump and well will be used during the operation period. 

There will be no fuel storage at site. A small risk of localized ground and groundwater contamination 
with oil is possible during the motor equipment refueling or if waste oil drums are overturned or 
punctured during construction. This will be reduced by arranging spills containing storages and through 
usage of trays under refueling connections. 
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2.2 Landscape and Visual Impact 
Whilst the landscape of the site is rural, it does not possess any aesthetic value is not wild or of a 
nature that justifies special designation. To a by passer the plant will represent a change from an empty 
field to a landscape with 2.2m high inclined dark grey plastic panels and white containers behind a 2m 
mesh fence. Depending on the distance, it will be seen from all sides as a 0-2m high grey massive. The 
area has no vintage points from which a panorama with the entire plant can be observed. 

The most sensitive place for visual impact from the plant is the Ugolnyy estate Muslim graveyard 
located 10m away from the SPP southeast fence. SanPiN 2.2.1/2.1.1.1200-03 specifies sanitary 
protection zone for rural area graveyards as 50m but this limit relates to location of housing rather than 
to visual impact to the graveyard itself. The graveyard has its own fence which the Company has 
repaired to to prevent the cattle that uses the corridor between the SPP and the graveyard entering the 
graveyard. The graveyard entry is from the south, the new graves are set in the northeast corner and 
next to the SPP fence are the oldest graves. Mazars on some of them fell apart and only few have 
signs of visiting. These graves are visually separated from the panels and the high voltage area by two 
fences and occasional trees. Because the SPP operation will not generate any noise or excessive 
movement, the impact on very few visitors of this part of the graveyard is considered to be low.  

No one of the questioned in Finskiy and Ugolnyy estate reported any concern over the change in the 
landscape appearance. The only Ugolnyy house that can see the SPP fence from the windows is 310m 
away from it. The closest to the site Khimikov Street of Finskiy Estate is 230-270m away from the fence 
with two rows of mature trees, vegetable patches and the road in between. Orientation and position 
inside the land plots of the other houses from Schors, Parkhomenko, Kotovskiy, Budenyy, and Komarov 
streets open no good view over the road towards the SPP fence. 

The panels do not reflect sunlight and cannot blind the drivers and the mentioned viewers. The drivers 
by are usually industrial workers busy doing their job and not placing aesthetic value to the empty 
landscapes around them. The impact of birds perceiving the panels as a lake is assessed in the 
environmental section above. 

2.3 Local Traffic, Road Safety, Noise and Vibration 
The construction uses the Ugolnyy estate access road while the own access road is being built. The 
road is also used by the Mironenko material base trucks. Practically all plant parts have been delivered 
and the road condition remained good. Only one house complained about dust but since the complaint 
was voiced to the Company, the project vehicles speed was controlled to minimise dust. The road 
watering is also considered. 

Interviews of the households that face the SPP showed that impact from the panel poles ramming is 
very patchy and sensitivity differs from house to house. Some do not hear it; others are not bothered by 
the noise. Elderly and those that work night shifts were the most vulnerable. Most of the complains 
were to the pulse noise coming from the poles ramming at night. The company informed that due to 
breakages of the ramming machines, night ramming was to be renewed. However, arrangement was 
made to conduct night ramming on the most remote from the houses area.  All hammer operators and 
assistants ware ear plugs, which is regularly checked by the site manager. 

Few residents complained about dust from top soil heaps remained after construction of the drainage 
channel new course. The company removed these heaps promptly.   

Noise from the heavy earth moving equipment and dump trucks is below 85dB(A) at source. The area 
does not require levelling and this equipment is engaged only in top soil relocation and converters 
foundation excavation minimum 0.5km from the nearest houses of Finskiy estate. This noise will 
dissipate to the background level at about 100m from this equipment. Noise from the other equipment 
e.g. cranes and forklifts will be considerably lower. 
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Impact of noise, vibration and pollution on the animals are thought to be negligible. Very few rodents 
borrows have been noted on the SPP site. The ground dwelling lizards and termites will be tolerant to 
the ground vibration and will not migrate with the appearance of human and noisy machinery. 

2.4 Impacts to Existing Infrastructure and Public Services 
Out of maximum 300 construction staff, 200 panels assembling and cables laying workers are expected 
to be employed from Saran and the near settlements. The others are set in the hostel and various 
accommodations in Saran. The Company does not impose any requirements to this accommodation 
but the hostel is regularly checked by the Sanitary Epidemiological Service for compliance with 
Kazakhstan hygienic standards. Thus some risk that the accommodation may not comply with the 
EBRD Minimum Accommodation Requirements exists. The workers are mainly men from Ukraine, but 
their presence in Saran does not seem to create notable gender related impact. Use of Illegal, forced or 
child labour is controlled by the local labour protection inspector and immigration police and thus the 
associated impact is unlikely. The Company plans to include this prohibition in the construction contract 
and include relevant checks in the internal audits. The contractors’ health and safety environmental and 
social performance will be controlled through various plans and procedures and regular audits. 

2.5 Consistency with Policy, Law and Other Plans 
The project is consistent with the State policy towards promotion of renewable energy sources, legal 
requirements and other plans for the area of influence. It helps the country to reach the goal of 
producing 3% of all energy from renewable sources by 2020. 

2.6 Social Management Plans, Mitigation and Compensatory Measures 
Stakeholders will have access to up-to-date information on the project and grievance mechanism. 
Stakeholder engagement will be maintained by the Community Liaison Officer (CLO) according to the 
plan for the project duration. The effectiveness will be monitored and the plan updated as needed. The 
CLO will ensure that the groups identified as vulnerable to the SPP impact are evaluated and monitored 
at least once year and the most appropriate ways of engaging them in the decision making process are 
used. 

A Corporate Social Responsibility Program (CSRP) aimed at helping the local community will be 
developed and agreed with Saran Public Governance Council. It will use 4 criteria to select the projects:  

1. Action cost fits the allocated to the CSRP budget and accounts for other needs; 

2. Action does not overlap with the State programs; 

3. Action benefit is sustainable; 

4. Action benefits the local community and is not biased to a particular group or person. 

For instance, financing the school graduates obtainment of an appropriate for the need of the plant 
education can be reviewed as option. The degree of support will depend on the financial standing of the 
Company. 

Because both the Company and EPC contractor have registered in Saran, the project related individual 
income tax, social tax, property tax, transport tax and some excise taxes will retained in the city budget. 

3 IMPACTS MONITORING 

Construction will be monitored through weekly checking adherence to the named above plans and 
mechanisms. During operation monitoring will be conducted monthly. Annual reports on environmental 
and social performance will reflect the plans implementation progress.  The reports will be checked 
against the legislative and the EBRD performance requirements. Monitoring will be carried out 
throughout the life of the project. 
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This Non-Technical Summary and Stakeholder Engagement Plan (SEP) have been disclosed prior to 
the Project approval by the Bank. The SEP provides a mechanism for the consideration and response 
to further comments. It describes the Company approach to interacting with the stakeholders, including 
the general public, and the disclosure of relevant information with respect to Company’s operations and 
the project.  

The CLO is to ensure that the grievance mechanism can be used by all stakeholders, involves an 
appropriate level of management and addresses concerns promptly, using an understandable and 
transparent process that provides feedback to those concerned without any retribution. The CLO is to 
register the comments or grievances and control the grievance handling process. Grievances can be 
left in the mailboxes located on the information board at the rural area and town councils or sent by mail 
or via e-mail. The EBRD website will also act as a platform to receive comments. This mechanism does 
not limit the public’s rights to use the conventional routes to place grievances and the available legal 
system. 

Further information can be obtained from the Community Liaison Officer Mrs. Yuliya Allakhverdiyeva, 
Tel.: +7 705-292-9251, E-mail: ayulena@gmail.com 

 

 


